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For culture is not just 
about a set of material, 
aesthetic forms. It is also 
about ways of life and 
collective identity, and it 
can cultivate or constrain 
the development of 
people’s capabilities and 
their ability to flourish

Transformational Cultural Projects Report, 
WCCF

What do you understand by the theme 

Sustainable and Inclusive City?

CAPABILITY      THE ‘DOUGHNUT ECONOMY



• World Cities Culture Forum is the leading network 
of 40 global cities who share policy challenges 
and learnings. Arguably world city cultural 
policies have focused too much on ‘working’ 
(attracting the creative class) and ‘playing’ 
(tourism and leisure) – and not enough on ‘living’.

• NEB,therefore, resonates across global context as 
forward thinking world cities are now focusing on:

• Environmental Sustainability

• Equity and Inclusion

• Quality of Life 

How can the New European Bauhaus 
have an impact on your field?



• Culture is a key ingredient of world cities’ success 
– a golden thread that runs across all aspects 
of urban planning and policy.

• Initial research for World Cities Culture Report 
2022:

The challenges of 21st Century cannot be met 

by one department alone

What role do you understand cross-fertilisation 

strategies play in your field? & What specific role do 

you give to the creative aspects in your field and in 

the NEB?



• Oslo City’s Climate Budget: approaching CO2 emissions like city 
finances. Requires cross‐sectoral commitment from private and 
public organisations across the city in order to achieve its 
objectives

• New York
• Creatives Rebuild New York: Mellon Foundation $125m for ‘Artist-Centered

Employment Programme and Guaranteed Income Programme Recognise 
Artists as Critical Workers’

• New Deal for Culture: New York City Artist Corps $25m to put local artists 
back to work

• Bogota Citizenship Culture: Participatory model for big city 
cultural policy

Three experiences, ideas or actions from your 

field that can contribute to a sustainable, 

inclusive and beautiful Europe.


